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Handmade ‘Cigars’

From Honduras : La Invicta Petit Corona | £9 (each) 

Handmade at one of the top Honduran cigar factories, the La Invicta Petit Corona offers
 a nice balanced cigar with a very light easy draw,  creamy tones and a hint of cinnamon

spices. This is a great afternoon or pre dinners cigar, perfect for those who wish to
introduce themselves to the world of fine cigar smoking. 

Aluminium Tube | Flavour profile: light, smoking time: 20-25 minutes

.................................................................................................................................................... 

From Cuba : Romeo y Julieta Number 3 | £16.50 (each)
  

Named after William Shakespeare's tragic lovers this brand dates back to 1875, and 
perhaps best known for being the brand that Sir Winston Churchill was devoted to. 

Aromatic, yet perfectly balanced with white chocolate and fruit aromas and flavours
- the Romeo number 3 is versatile enough to be enjoyed with a pre dinner drink,

but is also rich enough to smoke alongside an after dinner drink. 

Cedar Lined Tube | Flavour profile: medium, smoking time: 25-30 minutes

.................................................................................................................................................... 

From Cuba : Montecristo Petit Edmundo | £26 (each)
  

Perhaps the most famous Habanos brand, Montecristo was created in 1935 at the
H Upmann factory where they are still rolled to this day. The name comes from the hero
 of Alexandre Dumas famous novel 'The Count of Montecristo.' The Petit Edmundo is a
relatively new addition to their portfolio, and represents a real trend in current cigar

 smoking, with its heavy ring gauge, and short length. A dry, complex and spicy smoke
 this is an excellent after dinner cigar, or one for those who prefer a fuller flavour. 

Cedar Lined Tube | Flavour profile: medium to full, smoking time: 35-40 minutes

..................................................................................................................................................... 

Cigars can be pre-booked and paid for in full, 6 weeks in advance.
Cigars stocked in our venue but limited qty’s - availability can’t be guaranteed.

Please note:  Smoking allowed outside only - the roof terrace or by the fire pit are ideal spots!

£9-£26
(each)
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